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• Sexual minority (SM) youth report significantly 
higher rates of substance use (SU) and 
interpersonal vulnerabilities, than their non-SM 
counterparts (Pachankis et al., 2014; Prud’homme et al., 2019).

• In addition to stress associated with the 
transition to university, SM first-year  
undergraduates also face stressors specific to 
their minority status, which further increases 
their risk of engaging in SU (Woodford et al., 2014).

• Interpersonal vulnerabilities, such as rejection 
sensitivity and romantic relationship 
dissatisfaction, are also known to precipitate 
maladaptive SU (Leach & Kranzler, 2013).

• Yet, no known research has examined if and 
how rejection sensitivity and romantic 
relationship satisfaction interact to predict SU 
in SM first-year undergraduates. 

Hypothesis:
SM undergraduates with high rejection sensitivity 
and poorer romantic relationship satisfaction will  

report greater substance use than SM 
undergraduates with low rejection sensitivity 

and/or greater relationship satisfaction.

Introduction

131 self-identified SM, first-year 
undergraduates participated in this 8-month 
longitudinal study. 

Baseline measures:
o Sexual Minority Status*
o Rejection Sensitivity Questionnaire

> 18-item, 6-point scale, measuring rejection
anxiety & perceived likelihood of rejection

7x Monthly measures:
o Romantic Relationship Satisfaction
o Substance Use**  

> Binge Drinking
> Drug use (prescription, illicit, marijuana)

* All participants with a non-heterosexual sexual orientation 
were grouped as SM participants.
**SU behaviors were recoded into dichotomous variables to 
represent presence or absence of behavior. SU behaviours
were then summed to create a continuous SU variable.

Analyses conducted (SPSS v 23): 
o Linear Multilevel Modeling
o Simple Slope Analysis

Gay/Lesbian 
(25)
19%

Bisexual 
(73)
56%

Questioning 
(25)
19%

Asexual 
(6)
5%

Pansexual 
(2)
1%

Sexual Orientation

Gender Identity

104 cis women (79%)
23 cis men (18%)

3 genderqueer or non-binary (2%)
1 agender (1%)

Methods

Results

• Linear multilevel modeling revealed that rejection sensitivity (RS) significantly 
interacted with romantic relationship satisfaction to predict changes in SU in 
SM undergraduates over their first year of university (β = -.08, t(88) = -2.51,
p = .025). 

• Simple slope analyses indicated that relative to those with low rejection 
sensitivity (RS),  SM undergraduates with high rejection sensitivity (RS) 
engaged in greater SU over their first two semesters when reporting poorer 
satisfaction with their romantic relationships (β = -.47, t(88) = .-2.11, p = .037).

Discussion
• In keeping with previous research, poor romantic relationship quality is linked to increased SU among SM individuals (e.g., Cao et al., 2017).
• Our findings also show that having lower rejection sensitivity may minimize the risk of maladaptive SU in SM undergraduates.
• Consequently, interventions aimed at bolstering positive self-schemas, resilience, as well as processing expectations of rejections in 

the context of romantic relationships may help buffer SU among SM students during the often stressful transition to university. 
• However, we ultimately need to see a culture shift in which we move away from heteronormativity and towards greater inclusivity so 

that people are less likely to have these vulnerabilities (e.g., higher rejection sensitivity) in the first place.

Limitations and Future Considerations
• There exists a cis women and bisexual bias in our data, as most of our participants identified as cis women and/or bisexual. This in turn 

may be limiting the generalizability of our findings.
• Due to our choice of analyses (i.e., Multilevel Models), we are also unable to be certain of the directionality of these results.
• Accordingly, future research should aim to  (a) recruit a more heterogeneous sample and (b) investigate whether SM students who are 

sensitive to rejection are more at risk for SU because of their poorer romantic relationship satisfaction, or if these students reuse their 
SU is impacting the quality of their relationship.

For further information, please contact: 
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